
 
 
 
 
Junior Javascript Developer 
 
Eebz Ltd is a startup developing (1) an advanced digital sales tool for the video games and 
computer industries and (2) a video games payments system primarily aimed at markets in 
the Middle East, Central Asia and South Africa.  
 
These two projects intersect in a number of ways: notably modelling video games as a 
product and understanding video games sales channels.  
 
We have a number of key video games publishers utilising our sales tool, including Warner 
Brothers.  
 
Our payments application is at an earlier stage, but is already supported by a major console 
manufacturer.  
 
We are looking for an enthusiastic JavaScript developer to assist our build out. 
 
This is an ideal learning role:- you will be working with one of the most recent JavaScript 
frameworks, Vue.js alongside a multinational team based in Krakow and Windsor, United 
Kingdom. Our team approach encourages our experienced developers to support a nurture 
development in a structured, professional environment.  
 
Whilst primarily based out of our Krakow studio, there is opportunity, should you want, to 
visit and work in the UK, too. Our offices are based in Windsor, close to London.  
 
Our tech stack includes Vue.js, Elixir and Kubernetes.  
 
We encourage learning and experimentation and will happily support you in your journey to 
build out your developer knowledge through participation in conferences, experimental and 
trial features. We are happy, too, for you to participate in all aspects of our code 
development and will provide learning opportunities in our Vue and Python code bases if this 
is of interest. We encourage fast failure and onboard your development thoughts. We aim to 
be an ideal playground for you to continue to build out your skill sets.  
 
 
 
DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES 

● Build out of new features in JavaScript, including AI-based concepts 
● Overview and review of Python pull requests 



● Advice to product management through new feature analysis based on coding 
practicalities and business requirements 

● Support of junior developers 
● Improvements and suggestions to keep existing code base moving forward 

 
 
 
 
REQUIREMENTS 

● Some Javascript experience or good knowledge in other languages such as C++ 
or Python with a willingness to learn Javascript.  

● A reasonable HTML/CSS knowledge 
● The role will require regular use of English. We have a multinational team of Polish, 

Ukrainian, Italian and Chinese so can support and help non-native speakers build out 
English language skills.  

● Excellent interpersonal skills - we are looking for a team player 
● We have a strong team ethic, and require a candidate to be primarily based out 

of our central Krakow offices. 
 
Our Krakow development studio is close to shops and within walking distance to the town 
centre. 
 
 
Contact Oskar Laska at oskar@eebz.com 
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